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Abstract
A low velocity impact response study has been carried out on glass fibre
composite laminates, made up of regular aircraft grade epoxy (GFRP) and
shape memory polymer (GF-SMP). Under various impact loading intensities
(4J, 6J, 12J), the responses are measured by a network of PZT (Lead Zirconate
Titanate) sensors. A signal analysis methodology is subsequently developed to
process the very high frequency (60 MHz) sampled data. In two frequency
bands, namely 0 - 2000 Hz and 0 - 100 KHz, the results are examined and the
transient dynamic behaviours of the composite laminates are evaluated. It is
observed that both the laminates have generated the high frequency structural
waves (0 - 100 KHz), which can be exploited to examine the BVID. However,
GF-SMP laminate has shown some advantage in terms of energy dissipation
in the structural frequency band (<2000 Hz). Further, the GF-SMP laminate
has demonstrated its capability to generate very high frequency structural
waves, which could carry the damage information like BVID due to impact
event to nearby sensors for impact event monitoring and health assessment.

Keywords
Impact, Low Velocity, PZT Patches, GFRP, Composite Laminate, Transient
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1. Introduction
Fibre Reinforced Composite Structures may undergo various service loads during the operational time of the aircraft, space and automotive vehicles. These
dynamic loads over a period of time may cause different kinds of damages in the
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structures, namely matrix crack, fiber pull-out, delamination, de-bonding of
stiffeners and fatigue. Besides the operational (maneuvering) loads, accidentally
the aerospace structures can also experience impact events; for example, birds’
strike. Therefore, it is mandatory to qualify these aircraft structures for impact
loads, according to the Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR). It really demands
the application of both numerical and experimental methods to be applied during the design phase of the structures, to ensure the safety margin. Conventional
Non-destructive methods (C-Scan, Acoustic Emission, Thermography, Eddy
Current Probe, Vibration Analysis etc.) are being used by aerospace industries to
qualify the manufactured components, as well as they are deployed in periodical
inspection for maintenance.
Researchers worldwide continuously update their understanding in mechanics
of composite materials and structures, as the synthesis of new materials and
modern manufacturing techniques are fast emerging [1]. A review article is presented by Richardson and Wisheart [2] on low velocity impact properties of
composite materials, focusing on major impact induced damage modes. They
have further highlighted the effects of the composite constituents on impact
properties, assessing the post impact performance through residual strength.
Schuchang et al. [3] have predicted the delamination in composite laminates
under low velocity impact using hybrid approach. FEM based damage model is
validated with the results of drop weight tests and ultrasonic C-scan images. The
major effort is put to visualise the shape of the delamination by cohesive contact
method. There are notable research articles reported in the area of impact damage identifications [4]-[9]. Tetra hertz waves are used to build images by a
quantum cascade laser to detect delamination and crack in the fiber fabrics [10].
The results are compared with conventional C-Scan NDT to show the merits of
the developed approach.
A paradigm shift has taken place in the last two decades due to a new diagnostic approach known as “Structural Health Monitoring (SHM)”, in which discrete/distributed sensors are employed to collect the real time structural responses, namely displacement, strain, pressure, acoustic emission and very high
frequency response etc. SHM is currently becoming a promising area, where the
health status of a structure is monitored through an array of sensors and subsequently the collected data is periodically diagnosed for identifying the damage, if
present. Different damage detection and monitoring methodologies are evolved
using mechanical/electrical/acoustical information, adopting statistical method,
signal processing technique and probabilistic approaches etc. SHM has given a
new thrust to the design of aircraft structures and mechanical systems by reducing their maintenance cost and improving safe operation during the service [11].
The occurrence of damage in aircraft structure or mechanical system may
change its material or geometric properties, which may severely affect the performance of the system. Therefore, a periodical assessment of the system states
in time scale is very much essential, in order to evaluate the influence of damage
on the health of the system [12] [13]. SHM adopts a different kind of sensors and
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piezoelectric materials are the prominent ones among them. The Lamb wave
propagation can be initiated and the same is received by using piezoelectric
emitters and sensors, respectively. The Lamb wave with a specified high frequency (wave length) can travel in thin plates that may capture the damage information along its travelling path/media. Thus, Lamb wave can act as a carrier
of the required damage information like BVID in the structure for diagnostic
purpose. There are two fundamental Lamb wave modes (A0 and S0) existing,
which can be effectively generated through thin piezoelectric patches as emitters.
Ajay and Cesnik [14] and Su et al. [15] have presented a detailed survey of different works carried out on the application of guided Lamb waves in SHM. In a
recent study, the CNT nanomaterial based omni-directional sensor technology is
developed to detect an impact related damage in a wider area of composite
structures [16].
Epoxy, a thermoset polymer of different grades is generally used for making
aerospace composite structures. To improve the impact resistance of composites,
many approaches are proposed; namely, introducing nano-materials into polymers, use of viscoelastic layer/patches, design of metallic leading edges etc. In
recent years, shape memory polymers (SMP) are emerging as the functional polymeric systems and they have already been found applications in bio-medical
and other engineering disciplines [17] [18]. Indeed, SMP may find suitability in
aerospace composite structural application in future due to its multifunctional
properties, such as shape memory/recovery, higher flexibility and material
damping [19] [20]. Thus, SMP with proper glass transition temperature can be
considered as a functional resin system in an advanced composite structural
formation.
The current research is focussed on fabrication of glass fiber reinforced laminate using multifunctional SMP matrix system (GF-SMP) and a comparison
study is made with a conventional GFRP laminate, which is made of LY556. The
dynamic characteristics are established through vibration testing for both the
cases to show the applicability of SMP resin in laminated structures. Subsequently, the performance of GF-SMP laminate is examined under low velocity
impact loading. The impact responses are critically assessed in two frequency
bands, namely low frequency (20 to 2000 Hz) to cover the responses of structural
modes and to investigate the high frequency lamb waves due to impact event (10
to 100 KHz). The focus of this research has been laid on the development of
multifunctional laminate using a functional resin system with glass fiber fabric.
So that the laminated structure will have an in-built energy dissipation capability
and self-informing nature through a piezoelectric sensory network. For that
reason, the transient dynamic nature is evaluated in both low frequency and very
high lamb wave frequency bandwidths under impact loadings.

2. Fabrication of GF-SMP and GFRP Composite Panels
To conduct the low velocity impact experiments, composite laminates (200 ×
200 × 1.5 mm3) are fabricated using GFRP bi-directional fabric (7 mil) with a
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conventional thermoset epoxy (LY556) and an in-house developed shape memory polymer (SMP) [19]. An aluminium plate of thickness (3 mm) is used as a
supporting structure for the composite laminate, on which it is adhesively
bonded as shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2(a), Figure 2(b), respectively.
GF-SMP laminate is cured for 10 minutes under UV light first and then post
cured in an oven at 90˚C temperature for 1 hr.
The test specimens are instrumented with four piezoelectric patches (10 × 10
× 0.5 mm3) to collect the impact induced time responses. Additionally, one accelerometer (sensitivity 10 mV/g) and a strain gauge are bonded to measure the
intensity of the impact events.

3. Experiments
Two types of experiments are conducted on the composite laminates, namely 1)
Vibration testing, and 2) Impact testing. Through vibration measurements, the
stiffness is compared for both GFRP and GF-SMP composite laminates. On the
other hand, impact responses are expected to show the role of flexible resin system and its significance in the mechanics of composites. For that purpose, the
digital signal processing technique is used to clearly distinguish the behaviour of
both composites under transient loading, in two different frequency bands (low
frequency in Hz, high frequency in KHz). Also, it is worth noticing that the developed DSP based approach will provide the necessary route to extract the high
frequency information, which is capable of giving the occurrence of transient
events and its effect properly.

3.1. Vibration Testing
Impulse test is conducted on the composite specimens using a hammer (PCB
086C1) with a force transducer (sensitivity 11.2 mV/N). The response is collected in the form of frequency response function (FRF). For this purpose, the
commercially available Siemens-LMS® multi-channel data acquisition system is
used and the collected data is processed through modal analysis in Test. Lab®
software to estimate the natural frequencies. The plates are mounted on the fixture as shown in Figure 3(b). The vibration test results are used to examine the
dynamic similarity of the two laminates, which are made by conventional epoxy
and shape memory polymer (SMP).
From Table 1, it can be seen that both the laminates appear to be dynamically
similar, except the first mode frequency, showing a moderate deviation. It is
therefore evident that SMP resin does not drastically reduce the stiffness property of the laminate.

3.2. Impact Testing
The impact response study is conducted using a low velocity impact test facility, as
shown in Figure 3(a). It has got the vertical pillars that hold the impactor mass at
a required height. The height is calibrated to have different impact intensities,
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namely 4, 6, 9, and 12 Joules, respectively. The setup has a release mechanism for
making the required impact on the plate specimens. Both the laminates are subjected to similar impact intensities at the same locations, so that a comparison
can be made later to evaluate the benefits of flexible SMP over conventional
epoxy. The focus here is to assess the impact response behaviour of the laminates
both in structurally dominant low frequency segment and also in the high frequency lamb wave band. Figure 3 explains the facility, instrumented laminate,
and various impacted locations.
Table 1. Comparison of natural frequencies.
Frequency (Hz)

Frequency (Hz)

GF-SMP (F)

GFRP (f)

F− f
× 100
F

1

175.0

160.5

8.28%

2

270.0

270.5

0.18%

3

308.5

318.0

2.98%

4

547.0

545.0

0.37%

5

693.0

691.5

0.22%

6

794.0

793.0

0.13%

Sl.no.

Figure 1. Specimen details.

(a) GF-SMP panel

(b) GFRP panel

Figure 2. Fabricated composite panels, bonded on aluminium fixture.
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Figure 3. Low velocity impact testing set-up.

It is to be noted that, the response signals have both low frequency and very
high frequency components. Also, the number of samples considered is very
high; thus the data acquisition, data handling and data processing have become
really a challenging. The idea is to evaluate the transient dynamic behaviour of
flexible resin based green composite. In particular, for impact damage monitoring, which resin system is useful to transmit the high frequency lamb waves. As
it is known that lamb waves carry the micro level damage information, which
can be easily retrieved by signal processing tools. A simple PZT patches-based
network is attempted in the present study with four numbers of patches to collect the impact responses. In the next section, the signal collection and processing method is discussed.

4. Signal Analysis Methodology
Four PZT patches are bonded at the specified locations on the surface of GFRP
and GF-SMP panels. Since PZT patches are strain based transducers, they can be
able to capture the vibration signatures due to impact loading, as voltage time
signals (Direct Piezoelectric Effect). The NI PXIe data acquisition system, featured with the PXIe 1082 chassis and PXIe 5105 8-channel digitizing oscilloscope, enables the impact data acquisition through trigger event mode at the
sampling rate of 60 MHz for each channel. The time duration of each channel

i.e. 4 channels in the recorded data is 0.1667 sec with a record length of 107 samples and the data are saved in “lvm” file format. Since the memory size of “lvm”
file for this particular data is above 1GB, a file format conversion program is developed in Matlab® to change the data file into “mat” file format for the ease of
data accessing.
It is possible to theoretically estimate the power spectrum of a signal, which is
DOI: 10.4236/aast.2020.52004
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sampled at 60 MHz in the band of dc to 30 MHz; however, the bandwidth chosen to characterize the material behaviour of the panels in the structural dominant frequencies during the impact is 20 - 2000 Hz. As the data acquisition is a
one-time event, signal conditioning is performed, while post-processing, unlike
any standard test-measurement equipment. The noise in the signal is distributed
across all frequencies in the FFT spectrum, bringing down the signal-to-noise
ratio. And to improve the signal’s quality, it demands several higher order digital
filters (higher order polynomials − more filter coefficients) due to higher sampling rate, eventually leading to a computationally expensive signal analysis.
Wavelet transformation is an effective way of implementing multi-rate filter
banks. Through continuous wavelet transform (CWT), narrow bandpass filtering for multiple frequencies are implemented digitally as an alternate to multiple
higher order digital filters. Wavelet coefficients are obtained by CWT as a
two-dimensional joint time-frequency distribution variable along with frequencies, adopting a suitable scale factor, scaled to sampling frequency appropriately.
To obtain the two-dimensional wavelet coefficients, an inverse continuous
wavelet transform (ICWT) of a particular frequency (defined through Narrow
Band with the said frequency at its centre) is applied, which results in the time
domain signal that is clean and dominant in the given frequency.
However, when CWT of the signal, sampled at 60 MHz is processed, the frequency vector obtained from the transformation has produced a sparse distribution of the chosen band i.e. in the band of 20 - 2000 Hz. Only a few data points
are calculated, which are insufficient to perform the signal analysis. It is observed that this may be due to the limitation of the in-built function, which
cannot be customized. In order to achieve an optimum frequency resolution for
the needed bandwidth by CWT, resampling of PZT signals through new sampling rate, following Nyquist criteria is performed. After that the individual frequency components are extracted and then the power spectral density is estimated by Welch method [21]. This has resulted in several spectra, based on the
number of frequencies, defined in 20 - 2000 Hz. They are subsequently summed
up to obtain the aggregate power spectral density of the conditioned PZT signals.

Mathematics of Signal Processing
Resampling Process:

Let us consider the acquired signal as xi ( n1 ) where i = 1 to 4, which represents the number of channels and n1 is the sample indices, generated due to
sampling rate Fs1 = 60 MHz . The frequency band of interest is 20 to 2000 Hz;
therefore, resampling frequency is done with Fs2 = 10 kHz. Accordingly, the
new sampling indices are represented as n. Now the resampling is performed by
combining the effect of interpolation and decimation, through the factors L and
M, respectively, using the rational factor L/M. A low pass filter is used, whose
cut-off is minimum π/L and π/M with a DC gain L. The resampling or sampling
rate conversion is illustrated in Figure 4(a).
DOI: 10.4236/aast.2020.52004
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Signal Conditioning through Multirate Filter Banks:
The continuous wavelet transformation of xi ( n ) is given by the following
relation [Wi , f Ω ] = CWT xi ( n ) , w ( n* ) , where Wi is the complex wavelet coefficients, f Ω is the frequency, scaled to resampling frequency, and w ( n* ) is
the wavelet filter with window size n* . The continuous inverse wavelet trans-

{

}

formation function needs a definite lobe or a narrow band, to feed a particular
frequency as input parameter i.e. it requires both f + ∆f and −∇f , instead of
frequency(f). Hence, the frequency band of interest is represented in two vectors

F1 and F2 . These frequency vectors are defined by the following relations;
 f1c − fl : f step : f 2c − fl  and F2 ( j ) =
 f 2c + fl : f step : f 2c + fl  , where
F1 ( j ) =

f1c and f 2c are the lower and upper cut off frequencies, with f step is the fre-

quency step, j is the frequency vector index and fl is the ∇f , defining the
lobe/narrow band. The inverse transformation is given by the relation:

{

}

Ri ( n, j ) = ICWT Wi , f Ω , F1 ( j ) , F2 ( j ) , mean ( xi ( n ) ) . Through iterative inverse

continuous wavelet transformation, four individual two-dimensional variables

R ( n, j ) are extracted, whose rows represent the time domain sample index and

the columns define the frequencies in the band of interest. The signal conditioning is illustrated in Figure 4(b).

Power Spectral Estimation:
The two-dimensional Ri ( n, j ) variables, represent the time domain signal of
different frequencies, extracted through multi-band pass filtering by continuous
wavelet transform. It is applied for spectral analysis. The Welch method of PSD

estimation [21] is given by the function  Pi x ( j ) , f x  = PWelch { Ri ( n, j ) , Fs2 } .
The aggregate PSD is accordingly calculated by summing the PSD, resulting
from 1st frequency to jth frequency, using the relation Pi = ∑ k =1 Px ( k ). The PSD
j

estimation is illustrated in Figure 4(c).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4. (a) Block diagram of signal processing; (b) Block diagram
of signal conditioning; (c) Block diagram of PSD estimation.
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5. Results & Discussion
The transient responses obtained from low velocity impact tests have been processed using the methodology, described in Section 4. The location of the four
PZT sensors is already shown in Figure 3(c). The locations of the impact events
can be seen from this figure. The measurements are made for different impact
intensities, namely 4J, 6J and 12J. The PSD plots are presented in two frequency
bands, namely 20 to 2000 Hz to show the structural frequencies and 10 to 100
KHz, to display the generated lamb waves by impact events. As it is explained
earlier that the main objective of this research study is to understand the transient response of green composite, made up of shape memory polymer. Further,
it is felt that a comparison with a standard polymer system would provide useful
technical merits of this new composite (GF-SMP).
The results are shown in Figures 5-10, in the form of PSD plots. It is evident
that, in the structural frequency band (0 - 2000 Hz), in general, GF-SMP could
better damp-out the energy due to impact (refer to Figure 5, Figure 7 and
Figure 9). It is to be noted that SMP has got higher toughness and loss
modulus, compared to epoxy [19], and because of that, the panel vibrations are
quickly dissipated in the case of GF-SMP. It is further interesting to see that the
newly developed DSP based approach is able to produce a very useful frequency
domain information about the generated high frequency waves by impact
events.
It can also be observed that both GF-SMP and CFRP have generated the lamb
waves sufficiently under the impact loading. However, in the low intensity impact event (4J), GF-SMP has developed better response information. As it is
known that BVID (Barely Visible Impact Damage) usually occurs due to low intensity impact, mostly introducing matrix cracks or fibre misalignment. Further,
it is to be noted that lamb waves have the capability to capture such BVID information.

Figure 5. Power spectral density plot for 4 Joule Impact (20 - 2000 Hz Band).
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Figure 6. Power spectral density plot for 4 Joule Impact (10 - 100 KHz Band).

Figure 7. Power spectral density plot for 6 Joule Impact (20 - 2000 Hz Band).

Figure 8. Power spectral density plot for 6 Joule Impact (10 - 100 KHz Band).
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Figure 9. Power spectral density plot for 12 Joule Impact (20 - 2000 Hz Band).

Figure 10. Power spectral density plot for 12 Joule Impact (10 - 100 KHz Band).

Therefore, GF-SMP composites have got appreciable features, both in structural frequency and high frequency lamb wave bandwidths. Most of the urban
utility UAV’s fly in the altitudes of <500 m, which are prone to bird strike kind
of impact event. The GF-SMP may be used to build such UAV structures with
impact event monitoring feature.

6. Conclusions
In this research work, the impact behaviours of two laminated composites,
namely GFRP with a regular epoxy resin and GF-SMP using an indigenously
processed shape memory polymer [19] are presented. Low velocity impact tests
were conducted on these composite specimens with different intensities of impact (4J, 6J, 12J). The transient responses were monitored with the help of four
PZT patches and later, the obtained responses were processed in two frequency
DOI: 10.4236/aast.2020.52004
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bands, i.e., 20 to 2000 Hz and 10 to 100 KHz, in order to study the structural
frequencies and high frequency lamb waves.
GF-SMP has shown a better damping nature, compared to GFRP. Also, the
high frequency lamb waves due to impact events are clearly separated using the
proposed digital signal processing approach in the present study.
It has been demonstrated that, an impact event may be easily monitored by a
network of PZT patches online using the developed scheme. Further, it is worth
noticing that GF-SMP has shown a potential application to be used as leading
edges to resist the impact related loadings in UAV structures, instead of aluminum metal.
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